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Western Reserve ™Controls
a Rockwell Automation Encompass Product Partner

WRC DeviceNet™ and CAN-Bus Extenders

DeviceNet and CAN-based products limit cable length based upon network
data rates, as well as limit the length of drops from T-Junctions. WRC CAN-Bus
Extenders allow a user to extend the cable length, trunk, or drop lines— without
having to sacrifice network speed— by providing an isolated extender operating
at the network speed to effectively multiply the allowed network cable length.
WRC-CANX CAN Bus Extenders extend CAN Bus networks such as DeviceNet
and OpenCAN Part B.
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WRC-CANX DeviceNet Extender takes a CAN-based message in Port A,

transfers it over an isolation barrier and regenerates the message out Port
B. Applications which require extensions to overcome DeviceNet limitations
should consider this approach. WRC-CANX is available in both DIN-rail and
NEMA-style packages.
WRC-CANR Fiber-optic version takes a CAN-based message in Port A,

WRC-CANX DIN-rail mount option

transfers the message over a fiber optic link (B) and regenerates the message
out Port C. WRC-CANR-DF-DN extends a maximum distance of 2200 meters.
WRC-CANR is available in both DIN-rail and NEMA-style packages.

DeviceNet Gateways
Western Reserve Controls gateways allow you to integrate non-DeviceNet
products into your DeviceNet system.
1782-JDC DeviceNet-to-serial gateway provides a flexible DeviceNet

interface to a wide variety of ASCII devices. The JDC allows the user to easily
and conveniently connect and integrate peripheral products with either RS232
or RS485 serial ports into a DeviceNet system.
1782-JDM DeviceNet-to-Modbus gateway provides a direct interface

between Modbus and DeviceNet.
1782-JDO DeviceNet-to-Optomux gateway provides a direct interface
WRC-CANR-DF-DN

between Optomux and DeviceNet. Both B1 and B2 Optomux brainboards are
supported for addressing up to 16 nodes and speeds up to 38.4 Kb.
1782-JDP DeviceNet-to-Pamux gateway provides a direct interface

between Pamux B4 brainboards and DeviceNet. You can read input status and
write to discrete outputs. There is no need to disturb the field wiring or power
supplies — however, a replacement ribbon cable is included.
W5-JDC4 four-channel, DeviceNet-to-serial link communications
gateway provides a flexible DeviceNet interface to as many as four different

channels of ASCII devices. A wide variety of serial ASCII devices can be easily
connected as DeviceNet slaves, with independent communications to and set
up for each channel.
The W5-JDC4 does not interpret the data being transmitted across it, and
so the transferred messages may contain data of any nature or definition.
WRC 1782-JDC
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DeviceNet Gateways (continued)

This allows you to use the same gateway for a many different DeviceNet-serial
interface applications.
Packaging is a metal enclosure designed to meet the requirements of the Semiconductor Special Interest Group and designed for panel mounting using tabs.

Analog Signal Conditioning

Whether your analog application calls for maximum flexibility, low cost, or high
performance, you’ll find it in WRC’s broad line of analog signal conditioning
modules and related mounting boards. Each offers a unique signal condition
ing solution.
1781-7B is optimized for use in the process control industry. Features including

+24 V dc power, and 1500 V rms isolation facilitate system design. High
channel density applications are easily accommodated by the small size of the
7B series module. Flexibility is a keynote of the 7B series. These signal condi
tioners are the system designer’s drop-in solution for interfacing to real-world
signals.
WRC7 provides low-cost, low-isolation signal conditioning using the same
WRC 1781-7B04

pin-out and foot-print as the 1781-7B Series. Modules operate from regulated
+24Vdc power supplies for non-isolated applications.

Discrete I/O Modules

WRC offers the industry’s widest range of digital I/O modules and solid-state
relays for use as front end to PLC-I/O, where each
point is individually optically isolated. In addition
to all of the industry standard voltages, WRC
offers versions which support TTL, 440 Vac and
time-delay/watchdog relays.
A selection of form factors include the exclusive
Slim version — originally developed at
Allen-Bradley — Classic, Quad and WRC4
versions with integral fuse and LED.
A large variety of mounting boards are available
with spare fuse, power-on LED and fuse-test
circuits.
All of these products are
designed and manufactured
in the USA.

WRC Discrete I/O modules and boards
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